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Abstract 
Let H be an r-uniform c-partite hypergraph (3< r ~< c). In this paper we show that H has an 
embedding as an induced subhypergraph into some degree irregular -uniform c-partite 
hypergraph. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that in a simple graph of order at least two there always exist two 
vertices having equal degrees. This is not the case for hypergraphs or multigraphs, 
however. This idea has led to the notion and study of irregular hypergraphs and 
multigraphs (c.f. [ 1, 2]). A hypergraph (or a multigraph) is called irregular if its degrees 
are all distinct. In this paper we investigate the question of embedding an arbitrary 
hypergraph as a (induced) subhypergraph into an irregular hypergraph. This embed- 
ding problem was first investigated for multigraphs in [1], then in [3], with restric- 
tions on the chromatic number and on the edge multiplicity of the irregular host 
graph. We answer a question given in [4, Problem 59] on the embedding of hyper- 
graphs. Actually, we answer the problem with an additional requirement on the 
irregular host hypergraph. 
A hypergraph H = ( V, E) is a set V of vertices and a collection E of the elements, 
called hyperedges, from the power set of V. We consider only hypergraphs with no 
multiple hyperedges. Let H = (V,E)  be a hypergraph, and for some V 'c  V, let 
E '= {e e E: e c V'}. Then H' = (V',E') is called a subhypergraph of H (induced by 
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V'). A hypergraph is r-uniform if all its hyperedges have cardinality r; it is called 
c-partite if its vertex set has a partition into c classes uch that all hyperedges contain 
at most one vertex from each partite class. A c-partite hypergraph with n vertices in 
each class will be called a (c × n)-hypergraph. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that for any hypergraph H, there exists an 
irregular hypergraph H* having H as a subhypergraph. Furthermore, if H is an 
r-unifom c-partite hypergraph, then H* has the same properties (Theorem 4). This 
extends the concepts in [3] which presents the related problem for graphs. The 
procedure followed in the proof will be to first show the existence of irregular 
r-uniform (c × n)-hypergraphs with "large" minimum degree (Theorem 2). Then, as 
displayed in the proof of Theorem 4, we will show the existence of r-uniform 
(cxn)-hypergraphs with an independent (k×n)-subhypergraph having "large" 
gaps between the degrees of these independent vertices, which also are the smallest 
degrees. It is then easy to see that a copy of the original hypergraph H can be 
embedded in these kn vertices without disrupting the irregularity, or the number of 
partite classes of the host hypergraph. Note that Theorem 4gives a chromatic number 
preserving embedding of uniform hypergraphs into irregular ones. 
2. Embeddings of hypergraphs 
In [2], the existence of irregular r-uniform (r x m)-hypergraphs containing no 
isolated vertices is provided, for all r >~ 3, m ~> 2 and r + m > 6. We need the following 
special cases of these results: 
Proposition I. For r >1 4, there exist irregular ( r  x (r - 1)~-hypergraphs containing no 
isolated vertices. Furthermore, in the case r = 3, there exist irregular 3-uniform (3 x 4)- 
hypergraphs with no isolated vertex. 
Our first result which extends Proposition 1, crucial to the embedding, ives the 
existence of irregular -uniform (c x m)-hypergraphs (3 ~< r -%< c) with large minimum 
degree, for infinitely many m. 
Theorem 2. For every 3 <% r <~ c, there exists an integer m > 0 and an irregular 
r-uniform ( c x m )-hypergraph with minimum degree at least ([-])(m/2)'-1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on c. We will use two operations, the first is to 
increase the minimum degree of an irregular c-partite hypergraph, for fixed c, the 
second provides an irregular ((c + 1) x m)-hypergraph from an irregular (c x m)- 
hypergraph. 
Operation I. Let H be an irregular -uniform (c x m)-hypergraph with no isolated 
vertices and having partite classes P1 ..... Pc. Take the union of two disjoint copies 
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of H, say H~ and n2,  by unifying the corresponding partite classes. Set 
V* = U~=l (P~ u p2), where P] and p2 denote the copies of P,. Let H1 = (1/1, El), 
H2 = (V2,E2), and define 
C 
i~ - 1 i2 ..... ir # i~ l ~i2<"'<ir~c 
xl • P~,, and for 1 <j  ~ r, x j•p2j} I. 
t / 
We show that the r-uniform (c x 2m>-hypergraph H* = ( V*, E*) is irregular. Denote 
by d*(x) the degree of a vertex in H*, and if x is a copy of some vertex v of H, then let 
d(x) denote the degree of v in H. For every x • V*, 
-1  m,_ 1 for xeV l ,  
d(x)+(c -1)  2 m-1  for x• I /2 ,  
which implies that degrees in V~ and those in ½ are distinct. Let x • I/1 and y • V2. 
Notice that d(x) <~ (~-{)m' ~ and d(y) >0. Since r/> 3. 
( : - -~)  ( : - -  1)mr- '  >/2( : - -  : )  mr-' ~d*(X) d*(y)>(cl)  m" X=(r_  1) 1 
follows. Thus H* is an irregular r-uniform (c x 2m>-hypergraph, furthermore its 
minimum degree is larger than (~_-l)m" '. 
Operation II. Let H = (V, E) be an irregular -uniform (c x 2m>-hypergraph with 
minimum degree larger than (~-l)m'-~. Moreover, assume that c ~< m, and ( r -  1) 
divides m, say m = (r - 1)too. Let the partite classes of H be P1 ..... Pc. Add a set 
Po = {x~,y, ..... x,,,y,,} of 2m new vertices to H and set V** = Po w P~ u .-. u Pc. 
Fix a partition of V into (r - 1)-tuples, each containing at most one vertex from any 
partite class, V = Q1 u Q2 t.3 ... W Q2 . . . .  where [Qi] = r - -  1 and ]Qi n PJ] ~< 1 for 
l <.G i <~ 2cmo, l ~ j <<. c. Let 
E** = E w ( ~ ({xi} w Q/ l <~ j <~ i} w { {yi} w Qj:i + l <~ j <~ 
Let d**(x) be the degree in the r-uniform ((c + 1) x2m>-hypergraph 
H** = (V**, E**) having partite classes Po, P~ ..... Pc. By the definition of E**, for 
every 1 ~< i ~< m, we have 
d**(x,) = i, (1) 
d**(yl) = 2emo - i. (2) 
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Notice that every vertex x e V is covered by exactly m edges of E**\E, thus the 
degrees in V are all distinct. Moreover, by the assumption on the minimum degree 
of H, 
d**(x) > m'-1 ) m 2 (3) 
holds for any x ~//, and for 3 ~< r ~< c. Since c ~< m = (r - 1)mo <cmo, we obtain 
m = 2 (r - 1)mo - m < 2cmo - m, thus by (1) and (2), degrees in Po are distinct 
positive integers. Furthermore, 2cmo - 1 < 2mmo < m 2, since by (3), H** is an irregu- 
lar r-uniform ((c + 1) x 2m)-hypergraph with no isolated vertices. 
As the first step of the induction, we show that the theorem is true for c = r. Indeed, 
starting from an irregular hypergraph provided by Proposition 1, Operation I pro- 
duces the required r-uniform ((c × m)-hypergraph. For r = 3 and for r/> 4, we obtain 
m = 8 = (r - 1)4, and m = (r - 1)2, respectively; furthermore, the minimum degree 
becomes at least (~_-])(m/2) r 1, for every r/> 3. 
Suppose now that the theorem is true for some c and r. Observe that by repeated 
application of Operation I starting with a hypergraph which satisfies the properties of 
Theorem 1, one obtains a hypergraph meeting also the assumptions required by 
Operation II. Let H be such an irregular -uniform (c × 2m)-hypergraph. Operation II
applied on H yields an irregular -uniform ((c + 1) × 2m)-hypergraph with no iso- 
lated vertices. Then, by using Operation I, we obtain an irregular (c + 1)-partite 
hypergraph with the required properties. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
The previous proof results in the following corollary of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 3. For every 3 <~ n <~ c and p >>. 0, there exist arbitrary large even integers, 
ml ,m2 >0 and an irregular r-uniform (c xm)-hypergraph with m = 2mlm2(r - 1) 
having minimum degree at least m2/4. 
Proof. Note that the proof of Theorem 2 starts with equipartite hypergraphs provided 
by Proposition 1 such that r - 1 divides the size of the partite classes. Then, in each 
step, Operation I doubles and Operation II keeps unchanged the size of the partite 
classes. Thus Theorem 2 yields an irregular -uniform (c x mo)-hypergraph Ho such 
that, for some q > 0, 2q( r -  1) divides mo. Furthermore, Ho has minimum degree 
(,%-I)(mo/2)'-1 >~ m2/4, for every 3 ~< r~< c. A consecutive sequence of Operation 
I starting with/40 yields the required (c x m)-hypergraph, where m is divisible with 
(r - 1)-times an arbitrary large power of 2. Hence m = 2mlm2(r - 1), where ml and 
m2 are arbitrary large even integers. This concludes the proof of the corollary. [] 
Theorem 4. For any r-uniform c-partite hypergraph H (3 ~< r ~< c), there exists an 
irregular r-uniform c-partite hypergraph containing H as a subhypergraph. 
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Proof. To prove the theorem we give a construction of irregular equipartite hyper- 
graphs having a large equipartite independent set with large gap between any two of 
its degrees. Let Ho be an irregular -uniform (c x m)-hypergraph obtained in Corol- 
lary 3 with m -- 2mlm2(r - 1) and with minimum degree at least rn2/4. We include 
crnl distinct vertices xi, yl, for 0 <~ i <~ cml/2 - 1, together with new hyperedges. Each 
partite class of Ho will be extended with ml/2 (arbitrary) pairs xi, yg. The new r-tuples 
will contain exactly one of x~, Yi, and r - 1 further vertices from distinct partite classes 
of Ho different from the class extended by the pair. For a given pair xl, yg, let Vii denote 
the set of the (c - 1)m vertices of Ho belonging to classes different from that of xi and 
y~. Notice that the same set appears exactly rnl/2 times in the role of some Vii. 
For every 0 <. i<~ cml /2 -  1, choose an arbitrary partition of Vii into 
(c - 1)m/(r - 1) = 2(c = 1)mlm2 number of (r - 1)-tuples containing at most one 
vertex from each partite class, and define 2(c - 1)ml m2 new hyperedges by including 
xl with im2(r - 1)-tuple and Yi with the remaining (2(c - 1)ml - i)m2 (r - 1)-tuples. 
We show the r-uniform (c x (m + ml))-hypergraph H* we obtained is irregular and 
the degree gap between the additional independent vertices is at least m2. 
Since Ho was irregular and the (r - 1)-tuples belonging to the new hyperedges are 
covering uniformly its vertex set, all degrees increase by the same amount (ml/2). 
Morever, the lowest degree in this part is larger than do = m2/4 = ((c - l)m~m2) 2.
For the highest degree among the additional vertices we have d(yo)-- 
2 (c -  1)mlrn2 < do, since m can be chosen arbitrarily large; actually 
m > 4(1 + (c - 1)/(r - 1)) implies that do - d(yo) > m2. Now we show that the gap 
between the degree of any two new vertices is also at least m2. Obviously, 
d(xl) < d(yj), for every 0 <~ i, j <~ cml/2 - 1, and d(xj) - -  d (x i )  = d(yj) - 
d(yi) = (j - i )m2 >/ m2 holds for every 0 <~ i < j <~ cml/2 - 1. Thus it is enough to 
check the gap between d(xi) and d(yj), for i = j  = cml/2 - 1. Since i < cml/2 and 
c>~3, 
d (y i ) -  d(xi) = (2(c -  l)ml - 2i)m2 > (2 (c -  1 ) -  c)mlm2 >~ m2 
follows. Hence H* is irregular. Let N* denote the (c × rn~ )-subhypergraph of H* with 
vertex set {xi,yi: 0 <~ i,j <~ cml/2}. 
Let A be the maximum degree of H, and assume that H has at most k vertices in 
each partite class. Let H* be a hypergraph with m~ > k and m2 > A. Assume that H is 
a (c × m~)-hypergraph (otherwise, partite classes may be completed with isolated 
vertices to have m~ vertices in each). By identifying the partite classes of H with those 
of N*, the degree of each vertex in N* increases with at most A < mz. Thus the 
r-uniform c-partite hypergraph we obtain becomes irregular. This concludes the proof 
of the theorem. [] 
Let r(H) denote the maximum cardinality of a hyperedge of H and let z(H) -- k be 
the (strong) chromatic number of H, defined as the smallest k such that H is k-partite. 
The proof of the previous theorem easily gives the following embedding result for 
arbitrary hypergraphs. 
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Corollary 5. For any k-chromatic hyper#raph H with k >1 3 and r(H) >>. 3, there exists 
an irregular k-chromatic hyper#raph H* with r(H*)= r(H), and containing H as 
a subhypergraph. 
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